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YOUR CHILD’S
FIRST STEP TOWARDS A

GREAT FUTURE!

www.mountindex.in



NOT JUST STUDYING
BUT LEARNING FOR

A LIFETIME!

Mount Index International 
School envisions students 
becoming moral, empathetic, 
and socially responsible citizens 
of the country. Our students are 
rooted in their culture and are 
ready to accept any challenge 
with a fresh approach towards 
learning. To meet this goal, the 
school does many activities and 
offers theme-based, conceptual, 
experiential, as well as 
customized learning based on 
each student’s ability.

At Mount Index International 
School students not only 
balance academics, sports, and 
co-curricular activities but excel 
in them.



Mount Index International School, 
Indore is a vibrant learning School 
that encourages a three way 
partnership Between Students 
Parents and the teachers. The 
strength of that partnership is 
reflected in the success of our 
students. More than educating it 
Educares. Our Purpose to launch 
this school in Indore is to expose 
the young generation to the most 
advanced methods of technology, 
groom their innate talents and 
inculcate human values in them. It 
prepares them to lead with 
example.

Best Regards,

Mr. Suresh Singh Bhadoria 
Chairman
Index Group of Institution, Indore

The group has been able to carve a niche in 
the field of the city’s educational scenario and 
this is an apt reflection of the earnest and 
untiring efforts of all concerned. I have always 
envisioned creating a happy and healthy 
environment for the students to facilitate real 
education to take place as against empty 
instructions. We strive to provide more focus 
to students of Indore to give them exposure 
and to ensure that they cultivate their 
individual excellence as global citizens.

Best Regards,

Mr. Mayankraj Singh Bhadoria
Managing Director
Mount Index International School

A MESSAGE
FROM THE
DIRECTOR'S
DESK! 



Over the past decades, education has 
shifted towards more focus on 
achieving excellent marks and quick 
success rather than being engaged in 
the process of learning. This has lead 
to more stress, anxiety, restlessness, 
low self-esteem and unhappy life. 
Our endeavour as mentors is to equip 
our children with life skills to face the 
real world -be it planning, organizing, 
deciding, analyzing, team building, 
communicating effectively and 
dealing with challenges confidently.

The seeds of a dramatic 
transformation in education are 
being planted. Prompted by 
information technology in terms of 
artificial intelligence and huge 
demand for better learning outcomes, 
we at MIIS are slowly but surely 
reconstructing ourselves. We are 
open to adopt and adapt new 
practices that acknowledge both the 
art and science of learning. Our focus 
is to know each student as an 
individual, in order to comprehend 
his or her unique needs, learning 
styles, social and cultural 
backgrounds, interest and abilities. I 
wish you all to have a happy learning 
experience with a new awakening.

The initiation of educational reforms 
by CBSE has no doubt set in varied 
challenges for us to strengthen the 

“EDUCATING THE MIND
WITHOUT EDUCATING THE
HEART IS NO
EDUCATION AT ALL.”

infrastructure and curriculum 
design to cater to the challenges. 
Though system amendments have 
ushered a paradigm shift, but I 
strongly feel that through 
meticulous planning, we would be 
able to meet and compensate all 
demands.

The height of your 
accomplishments will equal the 
depth of your convictions.
I congratulate all our stake 
holders, our proud students and 
all the diligent mentors for 
successfully accomplishing the 
goals set by the school every year.

I feel determined, as the Head of 
this institution, to direct all my 
endeavours in providing a 
challenging academic environment 
emphasizing learning as well as 
social and personal growth. With 
a proper planning and seeking 
support of the parents I am sure 
that our journey ahead will be 
fruitful and meritorious.

I hope fervently that together we 
will reach our fullest potential.

Best Regards,

Mr. Shyam Agrawal
Principal
Mount Index International School 



OUR MOTTO -
SELFLESS SERVICE!
VISION
To provide an environment that helps young 
minds freely learn and develop, and help 
children evolve as complete individuals, ready 
to transform as leaders of the 21st century 
with values and life skills inculcated in them.

MISSION
To facilitate a learning environment that 
encourages children to bring out the best in 
them-selves and enables their all-round 
development through the joy of learning, 
enduring values and the celebration of 
diversity.



Conceptual Learning for 
children helps them 
understand the world 
around them like direction, 
location, position, number, 
quantity, sequence, 
attributes, dimension, size, 
similarities, and 
differences. It helps 
children understand the 
core concept rather than just sharing
a layer of important information about the concept. 

At Mount Index International School, we have developed an extensive 
program with a vibrant play 
area and practical labs that help 
children understand the overall 
idea of objects around them. 

Learning by Letters
Learning by Colors
Learning by Numbers
Learning by Animal Names 
Learning by Sounds

 Learning by Names of Foods

FOCUS ON
CONCEPTUAL
AND EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

COMPOSITE SCIENCE LAB

CONCEPT CLASSES

OUTDOOR PLAY STATION



Teachers at Mount Index keep a 
holistic approach to explain the 
logics. We focus on each subject in 
detail for the academic excellence 
of our students. Every year our 
students show outstanding 
performance in Board results. We 
enrich and enhance the grasping 
skills of our pupils and make 
learning easy to them.

•  Emphasizing project-based 
learning 

•  Strong connection between 
studies and student interests

•  Regular Assessment for 
Students' Growth 

•  Feedback platform for students 
& Parents for Improvisation

•  Tailor-Made Studies as per 
individual student 

•  Digital Classroom To Make 
Students Tech-Friendly

ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
THROUGH
STUDENT-
CENTRIC
LEARNING



ACHIEVING
LAURELS WITH
AMPLE SPORTS
FACILITIES!

Sports make students 
physically and mentally fit, and 
it also helps to keep them 
stress-free and look beyond 
books. Mount Index School’s 
students keep achieving laurels 
at various levels of 
competitions. Every day there 
is an hour dedicated to sports.



EXPLORING
& ENHANCING
HIDDEN
TALENTS!

We equally focus on 
talent grooming 
classes for our 
students to let them 
identify their real 
talents. Our 
performing arts 
classes of painting, 
music, dance and art 
n crafts help children 
find their interests 
and pursue their 
desired careers in 
the future.



We have well equipped Laboratories 
to let our students excel in 
experiments. Be it physics, chemistry, 
or robotics, our students keep learning 
through regular practical sessions and 
always invent something new with 
proper research, expert guidance, and 
unique experiments to innovate.

INVENTING THE
FUTURE WITH
EXPERIMENTS

& INNOVATION!



TRAITS
Fearless, perfectionist 

and versatile.

MOTTO
Striving towards 
excellence with 

humility in our hearts.

You can’t cross the sea 
merely by standing and 

staring at the water.
–Rabindranath Tagore

TRAITS
Leaders, Curious and 

Determined.

MOTTO
Dream, believe, 

achieve together.

Ask the right questions 
and the nature will open 
the doors to her secrets.

–C V Raman

TRAITS
Kind, Peaceful and 

Compassionate.

MOTTO
We rise by lifting 

others.

Not all of us can do great 
things. But we can do 
small things with great 
love. –Mother Teresa

TRAITS
Humble, Passionate 

and Focused.

MOTTO
Together we stand 

and firmly we achieve.

An ounce of patience is 
worth more than a tone 

of preaching. 
–Mahatma Gandhi

The club is set up in a beautiful ambience displaying the robotics tools to teach 
the basics of robotics and creates a passion for this subject that will help fetch 
them lucrative jobs.

To inculcate within its members elite oratory skills, interpersonal skills, 
communication skills needed for personal interviews, group discussions, etc. to 
explore the depths of literary criticism and analysis as well as develop a sense 
of literary appreciation. 

It plays an important role in creating environmental awareness amongst the future 
generation. The students perform activities to save the environment, like planting 
trees; organizing poster competitions on various environmental issues, keeping 
surroundings clean etc.

Students gain insight into the working of the United Nations and the dynamics of 
international relations by assuming the role of UN representatives, understand 
relations between countries and particularly power relations between rich and poor 
countries, carry out in-depth research related to climate change and issues of global 
poverty and the MDGs (Millennium Development Goals), debate the issues that 
confront world leaders and draft resolutions in response to these global issues.

a modern gurukul for IIT, JEE,
NEET, CPT, CLAT & CS

BEST ENRICHMENT
PLATFORM FOR
STUDENTS OF IX, X, XI, XII

THE HOUSE OF THE GREAT CULTURE! 

CLUBS

MUN
Ministers
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Literature
Leaders

12 HOURS DAY BOARDING
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Sarwam to teach aspirant of IIT-JEE, NEET, 
KVPY, NTSE & Olympiads

Updated Study material, colourful modules 
with plenty of exercises for learning

Largest Medical group of state to offer 
anatomy & surgical lab visit for practical 
learning

24 HOURS
RESIDENTIAL
ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM

• CBSE Schooling with 12 hours Study Plan 
includes Breakfast, Lunch, Evening Snacks.

• Best Brain of Industry to guide you.
• Daily evaluation tests with discussion +4 hours 

lecture plan (2 Subjects per day)

24x7 doubt clearing support by 
mentors, self study plan with 
vigilant monitoring. 

• Foundation batches for VI, VII, VII Skill 
based subjects- Mental ability & 
Social Science.

• Includes teaching for optional 
subjects- PE, IP, CS, History, Political 
Science.

• Various assessments for CA/CS and 
CLAT aspirants.

HOSTEL :  A HOME AWAY
FROM HOME – “GURUKUL”

The Mount Index International School, Indore residential wing 
“Gurukul” has well appointed hostel building with 
independent spaces for each wing. There are separate floors 
for primary and senior school boys. The spacious school 
boarding house is designed to provide neat, safe and 
comfortable living environment for the boys. Boarders can 
look forward to the entire range of sporting activities like 
basketball, football, cricket, badminton, table tennis etc along 
with other activities like music, dance, and art & Craft. On 
weekends, they also get to visit amusement parks, places of 
historical interest, malls or go on a picnic every now and then. 
For the holistic growth of students, it is imperative to support 
them when they are facing challenges, be it academic or 
personal. It is important to help students develop socially and 
overcome their behavioral, physical or mental health 
challenges. At Gurukul, we have counsellors dedicated to 
ensure the well being of the students in all aspects of life, be 
it college and career plans or personal challenges.

Sarwam to teach aspirants of IIT-JEE, NEET, KVPY, NTSE, Olympiads, CLAT,CA & CS.



• 15 Acres of sprawling campus 
with smart classrooms coming up 
in two phases

• Exceptional lush green 
environment with well  laid out 
lawns and beautiful landscaping

• A clean and hygienic environment 
to stimulate and facilitate 
learning

• Appropriate student-teacher ratio 
to ensure personalized attention

• Play zone & jungle gym for tiny 
tots.

SALIENT FEATURES
• Mess facility including 4 meals for Day 

boaders

• After school Remedial Enrichment and 
Sports Training (Day Boarding)

• Transport fleet with GPS enabled buses

• On campus sports academy for Cricket, 
Tennis & Football

• Online parent information system 
through school website, SMS, emails 
and especially school App

• 24x7 on campus Medical Healthcare, 
Infirmary and Ambulance facility

OTHER
FACILITIES

• World class sports complex & 
Skill development Programme

• Audio-Visual Hall & Seminar 
Rooms

• Special Activity centre & 
Resource centre

• Spacious libraries for junior 
and senior school

• Well equipped language, 
social science, science and 
computer labs

• Academic Excellence through 
student centric learning

• Stress free assessment system

• Personalized mentorship for remedial

• Well qualified & experienced faculty

• Fleet of buses with GPS tracking & 
CCTV surveillance

• Complete campus under CCTV 
surveillance

• Strong focus on language skills & 
numeracy

• Community connect and Social 
Awareness through clubs



THE WAY FOR
A BRIGHT FUTURE!

C E N T R A L  I N D I A ' S  L A R G E S T  M E D I C A L  E D U C A T I O N  G R O U P

OUR GROUP VENTURES:

Campus: Index City, NH-59A, Nemawar Road, Indore (M.P.)
City Office: 101, Shree Krishna Classic, 139, Phadnis Colony, Above Axis Bank, Indore (M.P.)

FOR SCHEDULING THE SCHOOL VISIT CALL: 73899-10700, 96850-41888, 0731-4201990/91
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